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Intro
 

A cervix wand (also known as
'serpent wand') is a highly

sacred self-intimacy & self-
pleasure tool. 

 
Cervix wands are designed to

gently de-armor the most
armored part of a woman’s yoni,

leading her to soften & feel
more aliveness & connection

with her womb/ creational
space. 

 
Here are 5 amazing ways a

cervix wand can change your
life:

 



 
1.

Cervix wands evoke a mystical
experience. 



 
Many women report feeling in an

altered state or ecstatic
timelessness after a cervical

orgasm. It brings on a
transcendent experience of

completely dissolving into the
present moment and feeling one

with everything. 
 

It’s now believed that the human
body can produce its own ‘spirit

molecule’ known as DMT. If that’s
the case, then it’s possible that

women’s bodies may be releasing
trace amounts of this same

psychedelic substance that’s
found in ayahuasca and many

other plants and animals.



 
2.

Cervix wands activate full body
orgasms that can last for days. 



 
What separates the cervical

orgasm from other orgasms is they
have the potential to last much
longer- sometimes days! After

using the cervix wand, it's possible
to go into a trance of deep peace

and inner calm that lasts for 2
days. 

 
You may reach quiet stillness and
a space of ‘no thought’ which can

make your social interactions easy
and loving. Cervical orgasms are

also different in that they expand
throughout the entire body, giving
you access to what’s known as ‘the

Tantric orgasm.’



 
3.

Cervix wands stimulate an
acupressure point that assists

with emotional clearing. 



 
In Taoist teachings, it’s been long

understood that the cervix is
connected with the heart. When
we engage with a cervix wand we

gently activate this ‘heart’
reflexology point. 

 
This opens up energy channels in

the body, giving us access to
emotions that would otherwise be

suppressed or stored in our
mother line. 

 
When old emotional information

unlocks, we get the opportunity to
digest it and clear it from our

system, which results in us feeling
freer, lighter, and more energized.



 
4.

Cervix wands provide a pathway
to heal inner masculine wounding. 



 
Using a cervix wand makes you the
provider of pleasure for yourself.
It forces you to look at your inner
masculine- how present he is as a
lover, how he's showing up, and

how he's penetrating you with the
wand. 

 
This inner masculine force is

usually either creating a
protective shell, or it’s holding you

infinitely in Love. 
 

A cervix wand practice helps your
inner masculine evolve from the

immature state of forcing and
controlling into a more relaxed
state of loving presence with

yourself. 



 
5.

Working with a cervix wand
positions you to attract a more

aligned lover. 



 
When women act from that urgent

place of grasping at life and
controlling from fear, we often

grasp at the wrong potential
partners or lovers. We initiate all

the conversations, chase a man, or
go on the dating site out of

boredom and anxiety. 
 

Practicing with a cervix wand puts
the focus back on our pleasure,

our relaxation, and our self-love.
These are what magnetize aligned

lovers to us, because these
qualities make us more likely to

trust life and open to the unknown
each day.



 
Tips

 
When playing with your cervix

wand, it's important to go slow.
 

We are not 'pushing' or 'forcing'
her open. We are simply making

contact. 
 

You may wish to simply hold the
wand there. Or, if your cervix is

inviting it you can experiment with
massaging the area. 

 
Most likely you'll need a lot of

foreplay and to warm up to using
the cervix wand. Breast massage &

yoni massage are great ways to
relax/ open to it. 

 



 
If you'd like to explore this, I'd like
to offer you my discount code and

a link to the shop where I
purchased mine. Waands is

incredible and they have such high
quality stuff. The owner is an

amazing writer/ teacher of eros.
 

Here's the link:
https://waands.com/?
ref=h7tpfvkX8Q0XZ 

 
Code to get 10% off: TARAKIMES

https://waands.com/?ref=h7tpfvkX8Q0XZ
https://waands.com/?ref=h7tpfvkX8Q0XZ

